We propose an adaptive data collection procedure for call prioritization in the context of computer-assisted telephone interview surveys. Our procedure is adaptive in the sense that the effort assigned to a sample unit may vary from one unit to another and may also vary during data collection. The goal of an adaptive procedure is usually to increase quality for a given cost or, alternatively, to reduce cost for a given quality. The quality criterion often considered in the literature is the nonresponse bias of an estimator that is not adjusted for nonresponse. Although the reduction of the nonresponse bias is a desirable goal, we argue that it is not a useful criterion to use at the data collection stage of a survey because the bias that can be removed at this stage through an adaptive collection procedure can also be removed at the estimation stage through appropriate nonresponse weight adjustments. Instead, we develop a procedure of call prioritization that, given the selected sample, attempts to minimize the conditional variance of a nonresponse-adjusted estimator subject to an overall budget constraint. We evaluate the performance of our procedure in a simulation study.
Introduction
The focus of this article is the prioritization of calls in the context of Computer-Assisted Telephone Interview (CATI) surveys. We develop an adaptive data collection procedure that attempts to maximize quality given a certain budget. Our procedure is adaptive in the sense that the effort assigned to a sample unit may vary from one unit to another and may also vary during data collection, which requires the use of paradata. Paradata are data about the data collection process, such as response rates by subgroups of the sample at different time points of data collection.
The quality criterion often considered in the literature is the nonresponse bias of an estimator that is not adjusted for nonresponse. Although the reduction of the nonresponse bias is a desirable goal, we believe that it is not a useful criterion to apply at the data collection stage of a survey because the bias that can be removed at this stage through an adaptive collection procedure can also be removed at the estimation stage through appropriate nonresponse weight adjustments. For instance, we could consider a collection procedure that prioritizes cases to be interviewed so as to equalize response rates between domains of interest and then use an estimator that is not adjusted for nonresponse. In terms of nonresponse bias, we expect this strategy to be equivalent to using an estimator that adjusts design weights by the inverse of response rates within domains of interest along with a data collection procedure where cases are selected at random. The reasoning is that auxiliary information known for both respondents and nonrespondents is necessary to reduce the nonresponse bias. (Note that the auxiliary information is the domain information in the above example.) Whether this information is used at the data collection stage or not should not make a difference in terms of nonresponse bias as long as it is used at the estimation stage. This is confirmed in our empirical study (see Section 4). Therefore, the quality criterion that we suggest to minimize is the variance of a nonresponse-adjusted estimator conditional on the selected sample. We use the term nonresponse variance for this conditional variance as it emerges only because of nonresponse and has nothing to do with sampling. This variance disappears in the absence of nonresponse.
Before describing our call prioritization procedure in Section 3, we first provide a selected literature review in Section 2. Section 4 presents the results of a simulation study that evaluates the properties of our procedure and a few alternatives. The conclusion is given in Section 5, which includes some suggestions for potential improvement.
Literature Review
The literature on adaptive collection designs, sometimes called adaptive survey designs, responsive collection designs, responsive survey designs or simply responsive designs, is fairly recent. In our context, we prefer the terms adaptive collection designs and responsive collection designs as they make it clear that we are concerned with improvements in data collection methods so that any confusion with the different notion of adaptive sampling designs, which are typically used to sample from rare populations, is avoided. Groves and Heeringa (2006) defined a responsive survey design as one that uses paradata to guide changes in the features of data collection in order to achieve higher quality estimates per unit cost. Three examples of features of data collection are the data collection mode, the use of incentives and the call prioritization procedure. The implementation of responsive designs in practice requires defining what is meant by quality and determining suitable quality indicators. A cost function must also be chosen. There are two other main concepts underlying the framework of Groves and Heeringa (2006) : phase and phase capacity. A phase is a period of data collection during which the same set of methods is used. The first phase is used to gather information about data collection features. In subsequent phases, features are modified (e.g., subsampling of nonrespondents, larger incentives, etc.). A given phase is continued until it reaches its phase capacity, which is typically judged by the stability of some indicator (e.g., an estimate) as the phase matures. Axinn et al. (2011) recently evaluated the consequences of implementing responsive design methods. They studied the extent to which a responsive design altered conclusions reached from analyses of multivariate models by comparing differences between model coefficients obtained using the main phase sample to those obtained from the responsive phase sample. They concluded that the addition of a responsive design phase can add very different people to the respondent pool, creating significant differences in the magnitude of model coefficients. Schouten et al. (2009) proposed an indicator of nonresponse bias, called R-indicator, as an alternative to response rates. An R-indicator is sometimes chosen as the quality indicator to be used in conjunction with an adaptive collection design. The proposed R-indicator is a function of estimated probabilities of response to the survey and is designed to measure the representativeness of the respondents to the complete sample. It is constructed using the variability of the response probabilities. A large value of the R-indicator is associated with a low variability of the response probabilities. One drawback of this indicator is that it depends on the proper choice of a nonresponse model; that is, a model for the indicators of response to the survey. In particular, the R-indicator depends on the proper choice of explanatory variables used to model the response probabilities. For instance, if no explanatory variable is included in the nonresponse model, the R-indicator is equal to 1, which is the best value it can reach. Thus, a poor choice of explanatory variables may lead to an artificially large value of the indicator yet does not divulge anything about the actual nonresponse bias. Indeed, the nonresponse bias may vary from one variable of interest to another. Since the R-indicator is independent of any of these variables, it can only provide limited information about nonresponse bias. The authors also considered the maximal bias of an estimator that is not adjusted for nonresponse (no adjustment of design weights). This additional measure is related to the R-indicator and depends on the variable of interest. Like the R-indicator, the maximal bias depends on the proper specification of a nonresponse model. Another limitation of the maximal bias is that it is based on an unadjusted estimator that is rarely used in practice. Schouten et al. (2011) extended the notion of an R-indicator to define partial R-indicators designed to evaluate the contribution of a single specified auxiliary variable to the representativeness of the respondents. Peytchev et al. (2010) investigated an approach to reducing nonresponse bias through case prioritization. They suggested targeting individuals with lower estimated response probabilities. For instance, individuals could be given larger incentives or interviewers could have larger incentives for completing these cases. Their approach is basically equivalent to trying to increase the R-indicator (or achieving a more balanced sample). They also recommended using explanatory variables that are associated with the variables of interest when modelling the response probability so that the R-indicator is also indirectly associated with these variables. Laflamme and Karaganis (2010) developed and implemented responsive collection designs for CATI surveys at Statistics Canada. Their approach fits well into the Groves and Heeringa (2006) framework. They considered four phases: a planning phase, an initial collection phase and two responsive design phases. The planning phase is conducted before data collection starts. It consists of analyzing previous data, determining strategies, and so on. The initial collection phase is used to evaluate different indicators to determine when the next phase should start. It corresponds to the first phase of the Groves and Heeringa (2006) framework. The two responsive design phases differ in the way cases are prioritized. The goal of the first responsive design phase is to improve response rates by targeting individuals with higher estimated response probabilities. This tends to increase the number of respondents, which is desirable. The goal of the second responsive design phase is to reduce the variability of response rates between domains of interest, which is essentially equivalent to increasing the R-indicator. This will likely reduce the variability of nonresponse weight adjustments, which is also desirable. Note that objectives of both phases are intuitively appealing but may be contradictory in terms of cases' prioritization. Laflamme and Karaganis (2010) tried to achieve a compromise between these conflicting objectives by separating data collection into two responsive design phases, each one focusing on a single objective. Our approach, described in Section 3, tries to make a compromise by using a single phase with a single objective function (quality indicator). Lundquist and Särndal (2013) considered alternatives to the R-indicator based on the distance between the mean of respondents and the mean of the full sample for some auxiliary variables. They chose these alternative indicators to evaluate three experimental strategies using data of the Swedish Living Conditions Survey. Each strategy consists of breaking the sample into groups and, using different intervention points, declaring data collection terminated in a group if the response rate is above a certain target. The strategies differ in the number of intervention points and the selected target. These authors noted that their indicators improve as the target decreases. They concluded that data collection costs could be reduced by choosing a lower target response rate and suggested that these cost savings be used to improve other aspects of the survey design. Schouten et al. (2013) proposed an interesting theoretical framework for adaptive survey designs focused on assigning collection strategies to sample units. It is apparently the first paper to develop some theory on this topic. The authors suggested maximizing quality for a given cost or, equivalently, minimizing cost for a given quality. The framework requires the choice of a quality indicator such as the overall response rate, the R-indicator, the maximal bias, and so on. The authors did not provide any firm recommendation regarding the choice of an appropriate indicator and a cost function. Our approach fits into this framework in the sense that we maximize quality for a given cost. Our approach is also related to the methodology in Choudhry et al. (2011) , although they looked at a different problem. They investigated opportunities for improving the data collection process by focusing on interviewer allocation, whereas we focus on call prioritization.
Call Prioritization Procedure
In this Section, we develop a procedure for call prioritization in the context of CATI surveys. The reason for the restriction to CATI surveys is that it is easier to come up with a cost function since the overall cost is highly related to the total time used to conduct data collection. Our procedure aims at maximizing quality given a fixed overall budget. As pointed out in Section 1, our quality indicator is the nonresponse variance of a nonresponse-adjusted estimator.
A Nonresponse-Adjusted Estimator and Its Nonresponse Variance
Let y i be the value of a variable of interest y for unit i of the finite population U of size N, and u ¼ P i[U y i be the population total to be estimated. Let s be a sample of size n selected from U through some probability sampling design pðsÞ. Let s r be the set of respondents of size n r observed at the end of data collection and generated according to some nonresponse mechanism, qðs r jsÞ, which depends on the data collection procedures. Denote a nonresponse adjustment cell by the subscript g, for g ¼ 1, : : : ,G, where G is the number of cells. These nonresponse adjustment cells are assumed to be known before data collection and are deemed to be homogeneous with respect to the propensity to respond to the survey. For instance, they may be some important domains of interest. Let s g of size n g be the sample units falling in cell g and s rg of size n rg be the set of respondents in cell g at the end of data collection. Every sample unit belongs to one and only one cell. We suppose that the estimator that would be used to estimate u under complete response is the expansion estimator, which in our notation can be written asû
w gi y gi , where y gi is the y-value of unit i in cell g, w gi ¼ 1=p gi is its design weight and p gi ¼ Pr ði [ s g Þ is its selection probability. The expansion estimatorû is p-unbiased (design-unbiased) for u in the sense that E p ðûÞ ¼ u. The subscript p indicates that the expectation is evaluated with respect to the sampling design.
Let us denote by r gi ¼ Pr ði [ s rg s; i [ s g Þ the probability that sample unit i in cell g is a respondent to the survey at the end of data collection. It can be interpreted as the proportion of times sample unit i would respond to the survey if data collection could be repeated independently an infinite number of times, always with the same procedures and the same sample s. Obviously, the response probability r gi depends on the data collection procedures and, more specifically, on the resources spent to obtain a response from unit i in cell g. In the sequel, we assume uniform nonresponse within cells; that is, all sample units i [ s respond independently of one another and all sample units i [ s g have the same probability of response to the survey; that is, r gi ; r g for all i [ s g . The response probability r gi may vary from one cell to another but is assumed to be constant within a cell. This is a standard assumption in the survey nonresponse literature. Assuming that r g is known, g ¼ 1; : : : ; G, a nonresponse-adjusted estimator of u is:
It is q-unbiased forû in the sense that E q ðũ A sÞ ¼û. The subscript q indicates that the expectation is evaluated with respect to the nonresponse mechanism. As a result, the adjusted estimatorũ A is also pq-unbiased for u; that is, E pq ðũ A Þ ¼ u. In practice, the response probabilities r g are unknown and must be estimated. A possible q-unbiased estimator is the response rate in cell g,r g ¼ n rg =n g . Since E q ðr g sÞ ¼ r g , the response probability r g can be interpreted as the expected response rate in cell g. The use ofr g leads to the standard nonresponse-adjusted estimator of u:
The estimatorû A is not q-unbiased forû, unlikeũ A . However, under certain conditions, including a large sample size, the squared nonresponse bias ofû A , E q ðû A 2û sÞ È É 2 , is small compared with its nonresponse variance, var q ðû A sÞ. We make this assumption and consider the nonresponse variance of the adjusted estimator (1), var q ðû A sÞ, as our quality indicator. We choose to condition on the sample s to define our quality indicator because Beaumont, Bocci, and Haziza: Data Collection Procedure for Call Prioritization data collection procedures have an impact only on the nonresponse mechanism, qðs r jsÞ, and not on the sampling design, pðsÞ. They have also no effect on the sampling error, u 2 u, and can only reduce the nonresponse error,û A 2û. The nonresponse variance of the adjusted estimator (1) is approximated through a first-order Taylor linearization by
where
Remark 1: The variance S 2 wy;g is variable specific and typically unknown. It could be estimated using data from a previous period of the survey (see Subsection 3.5). When there are many variables of interest, a compromise must be made. This is an issue similar to sample allocation in stratified sampling. The typical solution used in practice consists of replacing the variables of interest by a single variable x that is hopefully strongly associated with the main variables of interest. Data reduction techniques such as principal component analysis could possibly be used to obtain such a variable.
Remark 2: The nonresponse-adjusted estimator (1) has a small nonresponse bias if the sample size is large and if uniform nonresponse within cells is a reasonable assumption. When the nonresponse bias is small, it makes sense to consider a data collection procedure that minimizes the nonresponse variance (2). If the uniform nonresponse assumption is not valid, then the nonresponse-adjusted estimator (1) may become substantially biased. However, this nonresponse bias cannot be eliminated at the data collection stage if no additional information on the nonrespondents is used, as evidenced in our simulation study in Section 4 (see response scenario I in Table 1 ). This is why we ignore the nonresponse bias and focus on the minimization of the nonresponse variance.
Remark 3: Calibration is often performed after nonresponse weight adjustment. By using linearization techniques, it would not be difficult to extend our approach to account for calibration. For simplicity, we restrict our study to the non-calibrated estimatorû A in (1).
The Overall Cost and Its Expectation
We assume that the overall cost of the survey depends only on C NR;g , C R;g and m gi , which are the cost of an unsuccessful attempt in cell g, the cost of an interview in cell g and the total number of attempts at the end of data collection for unit i in cell g, respectively. The overall cost can thus be expressed as:
The expected overall cost is given bỹ
sÞ is the expected number of attempts made at the end of data collection for unit i in cell g. Suppose the number of calls for unit i in cell g is restricted to be no greater than a certain fixed value, M gi , which is known as the cap on calls for unit i in cell g. Note that we allow the cap on calls to differ between sample units although in practice it is often set to a constant. The expected number of attemptsm gi depends on the probability of response at each call attempt for unit i in cell g, denoted by p gi , and the cap on calls, M gi . Note that p gi is different from the probability of response to the survey, r gi , introduced in Subsection 3.1. The expected number of attemptsm gi depends not only on p gi and M gi but also on the effort made to obtain a response for unit i in cell g, which is itself related to the overall budget and the data collection procedures. The strict derivation ofm gi ¼ E q ðm gi sÞ is not straightforward. To simplify it, we make the following three assumptions:
i) The response probability p gi is constant from one attempt to the next. ii) For any given sample unit, response is independent from one attempt to the next. iii) At the end of data collection, every sample unit is either a respondent or has reached the cap on calls.
Assumption (i) implies that the response probability p gi does not depend on characteristics that vary over time for sample units. Assumption (ii) is more realistic if a certain amount of time is imposed between two successive calls. Assumption (iii) means that a sample unit cannot be a nonrespondent without having reached the cap on calls. It would be satisfied if the overall budget is sufficiently large (and there is no refusal). A consequence of this assumption is that the expected number of attemptsm gi is only a function of p gi and M gi . Although we recognize that these three assumptions may not always be satisfied in practice, we believe that they provide a useful approximation to E q ðm gi sÞ. This is confirmed in our empirical study in Section 4. Using these three assumptions, we obtain:
The algebra to go from the second to the third equation in (3) is simple but tedious and is thus omitted.
Beaumont, Bocci, and Haziza: Data Collection Procedure for Call Prioritization Sincem gi in (3) is only a function of p gi and M gi , the expected overall cost becomes a linear function of the expected response rates, r g ; g ¼ 1; : : : ; G:
Pm gi and l 1g ¼ ðC R;g 2 C NR;g Þn g :
The Optimization Problem and Its Solution
Our objective consists of finding the target expected response rates, r Tg ; g ¼ 1; : : : ; G, that minimize the nonresponse variance (2), with r g replaced by r Tg , subject to the budget constraint, l 0 þ P G g¼1 l 1g r Tg ¼ K, for a constant K that represents the overall budget. The solution is:
If C R;g and C NR;g are constant from one cell to another and if n g is large, then r Tg/ S wy;g , which is a solution similar to the sampling fraction obtained using Neyman allocation in stratified sampling. Moreover, if S wy;g , g ¼ 1; : : : ; G, are found to be constant then the resulting target expected response rates r Tg are also constant and thus maximize the R-indicator. However, our proposed solution does not generally maximize the R-indicator.
Unfortunately, nothing guarantees that the target expected response rates r Tg are smaller than 1. If some of the r Tg , g ¼ 1; : : : ; G, are not smaller than 1, they must be replaced by a value smaller but close to 1 (see Subsection 4.1 for a possible choice).
It might be useful to graph the minimum nonresponse variance, obtained using (2) with r g replaced by r Tg in (5), as a function of the overall budget K. The minimum nonresponse variance should decrease as the budget increases. There may be a value of budget above which the minimum nonresponse variance cannot be reduced significantly and it may not be justified to spend more than that value.
Procedure for the Selection of Cases to Be Interviewed
Once the target expected response rates r Tg have been determined, we must find the effort needed to achieve these targets. Let e gi be the maximum effort (in terms of the number of attempts) associated with unit i in cell g. Under assumptions (i) and (ii) and assuming that unit i in cell g will be attempted at most e gi times, its response probability to the survey is r gi ¼ 1 2 ð1 2 p gi Þ e gi . It is the probability that there is a response in no more than e gi attempts. We now want to find the effort e gi that makes this response probability equal to the target expected response rate r Tg for each sample unit. This yields
Our call procedure consists of selecting cases to be interviewed with probability proportional to the effort e gi . The effort in (7) increases with the target expected response rate and decreases with the response probability at each attempt. A larger response probability at each attempt indicates that this unit is easier to contact and thus requires less effort to reach the target expected response rate. Note that it might sometimes be advisable to trim large values of e gi , which may occur because of small response probabilities p gi , so as to avoid unduly large efforts for some units. This will prevent spending a large portion of the budget for such units, especially if there is no cap on calls.
Estimation of S 2
wy;g and p gi In practice, S 2 wy;g and p gi are unknown and must be estimated. In a repeated survey, a natural choice is to use data collected at a previous point in time to obtain estimates of both S 2 wy;g and p gi . The estimation of p gi requires the contact history as p gi is the probability of response at a given attempt and not the probability of response to the survey. Paradata such as the number of call attempts should be incorporated in the response probability model if revision of the solution is considered during data collection (see Subsection 3.6). Even though the number of call attempts varies over the data collection period for each sample unit, this does not necessarily invalidate the above assumption (i). It may well be that the true response probability depends on a variable that does not vary over the data collection period but that is not observed and thus cannot be used in the model. At a certain point during data collection, some of the noninterviewed units will have been attempted many times. Such units are likely to be associated with a lower response probability p gi . As a result, the response rate of units with a large number of attempts is expected to be smaller than the response rate of units with a small number of attempts. Therefore, a response probability model that uses the number of attempts should yield estimated response probabilities that become closer to the true response probabilities as data collection progresses than a response probability model that ignores the number of attempts. Other paradata may also be useful, such as information on the data collection mode or the time of the interview.
Estimates of S 2 wy;g and p gi are denoted byŜ 2 wy;g andp gi , respectively. Once they are obtained, they must replace S 2 wy;g and p gi in the solution of the optimization problem and in the selection of cases. The resulting target expected response rate and effort are denoted r Tg andê gi , respectively.
Revision of the Solution to the Optimization Problem
The solution to the above optimization problem is found before data collection starts. However, it may be desirable to revise the solution periodically (e.g., daily) as data collection progresses. Consider a revision at time t whereby the call prioritization procedure is temporarily suspended to allow updating of the estimated response probabilities at an attempt, the target expected response rate and the effort. Updated values of effort are then used in the call prioritization procedure when it resumes.
With R revisions in total, the call prioritization procedure is applied R þ 1 times during the data collection process; that is, at times t ¼ 0; 1; : : : ; R. Letp ½t gi denote the estimated probability of response at a given attempt at time t. As pointed out in Subsection 3.5, paradata may be used as explanatory variables in the response probability model so that p ½t gi is not necessarily constant over the data collection period. The estimated probabilitŷ p ½t gi is used in the above optimization problem, leading to a revised target expected response rate at time t,r 
to account for units that have already responded. Using (8), we obtain the updated effort at time t,ê
Unsurprisingly, less effort is spent in the cells for which the response rater 
Numerical Example
We simulated the proposed call prioritization procedure to investigate some aspects of performance and compared it with a few alternatives.
Description of the Simulation Experiment
We used data of the 2005 Workplace and Employee Survey (WES) conducted at Statistics Canada. Our sample, s, consists of 773 business locations in the Atlantic provinces for which a unique identifier, a design weight, stratum information used for cell assignment and gross payroll (the variable of interest y) are available. For illustration purposes, we considered three cells defined using the number of employees in a workplace. The resulting sample sizes for the three groups were n 1 ¼ 305, n 2 ¼ 188 and n 3 ¼ 280.
The cost of a nonresponse attempt, the cost of an interview and the cap on calls were set to C NR;g ¼ 1, C R;g ¼ 25 and M gi ¼ 25, respectively. Note that C NR;g and C R;g can be interpreted as time units in this experiment. Furthermore, the overall budget was set to K ¼ 20; 000. The quantity S 2 wy;g was estimated using a previous iteration of the survey, the 2003 WES data in the Atlantic provinces.
We considered three response scenarios that differ in the way the true probability of response at an attempt, p gi , is defined. In each scenario, response is generated according to assumptions (i) and (ii). In addition, response is generated independently from one unit to another. The response probability p gi for the three scenarios is given as follows:
(C) Uniform: The probability of response is constant with p gi ¼ 0:1, i [ s; (G) Uniform within cells: The probability of response varies by cell with units in the same cell having the same probability (i.e., p gi ¼ p g , i [ s g ) with p 1 ¼ 0:24, p 2 ¼ 0:16, and p 3 ¼ 0:04. The average response probability over all units i [ s is equal to 0.15; (I) Not missing at random: The probability of response, p gi , depends on gross payroll, y gi , and thus varies from one unit to another. It is defined such that the average response probability over all units i [ s is equal to 0.15. The coefficient of correlation between p gi and y gi is 0.67.
Several effort scenarios were also considered:
The effort scenario R is obtained by using (9) with constant target expected response rates. It is thus designed to maximize the R-indicator of Schouten et al. (2009) . The effort scenario E was added to see the effect of maximizing (approximately) the overall response rate.
For effort scenarios P, R, and E, effort at the start of data collection, referred to as initial effort, and revised effort were functions of estimated response probabilities at an attempt. A response probability model was developed using the 2003 WES survey data in the Atlantic provinces. Real call data information for this previous sample was no longer available. Therefore, a single set of respondents was generated for each response scenario using a constant effort and the simulated call history was saved for each sample unit. For each response scenario, we modeled the response probability p gi as a function of the cell g, g ¼ 1; 2; 3, and the categorized number of attempts a, a ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. The categorized number of attempts was defined as follows: a ¼ 1 for 1 attempt; a ¼ 2 when the number of attempts is 2 or 3; a ¼ 3 when number of attempts is 4 or 5; a ¼ 4 when number of attempts is 6, 7 or 8; and a ¼ 5 when the number of attempts is greater than 8. Using the simulated call history of this previous sample, the estimated response probability at an attempt was the response rate within cell and attempt categories; that is, it was computed aŝ p gi ;pðg; aÞ ¼ number of responses among observations in cell g with attempt category a number of observations in cell g with attempt category a Thus, there were 15 estimated response probabilities for each of the response scenarios C, G, and I. These probabilities were used to determine the effort for the 2005 WES sample. Since the number of attempts changes over the data collection period, the estimated response probabilityp gi is modified at each revision. At the start of data collection we havê p ½0 gi ;pðg; 1Þ. There were two revisions in the data collection process: at time t ¼ 1 when 1/3 of the total budget was exhausted and at time t ¼ 2 when 2/3 of the total budget was exhausted. At times of revision, estimated response probabilities were revised by noting the cumulative number of attempts at time of revision t and using this value to derive and update the categorized number of attempts at time of revision t, a ½t , so thatp ½t gi ;pðg; a ½t Þ.
There is nothing in our theoretical framework to prevent a value ofr * ½t Tg $ 1 orr * ½t Tg , 0 resulting in an undefined or negative effort. We addressed these problems as follows. If r * ½t Tg $ 1 then the effort for the units in that cell was set to one plus the maximum effort observed among all other units in s. If during revisionr * ½t Tg , 0, then the revised effort for the units in that cell was set to the minimum positive effort observed among all units in s.
Data collection ends when the total budget K is exhausted. At this point, the estimateû A can be computed from the realized set of respondents. We generated B ¼ 5,000 sets of respondents for each response-effort scenario and computedû 
Then, we computed the Relative MSE (RMSE), which is the ratio of the mean squared error for each response-effort scenario to that obtained for the same response scenario with constant effort:
where resp ¼ C, G, or I, eff ¼ C, P, R or E, and MSE resp;eff is the Monte Carlo mean squared error for a given response-effort scenario. Similarly, we computed the Relative Variance (RV) defined as RV resp;eff ¼ V resp;eff V resp;C : The RV could be termed call prioritization effect by analogy with the notion of design effect, which is used to measure the impact on the variance of a complex sampling design compared with simple random sampling. In addition to the above measures, we computed the average over the 5,000 repetitions of the overall response rate and of the R-indicator. Table 1 gives summary statistics for all the response-effort scenarios considered. As expected, the proposed effort scenario was the most efficient for the three response scenarios with the smallest RMSE resp;eff and RV resp;eff . Response scenarios C and G yielded approximately unbiased estimates for all effort scenarios. The effort scenario E maximized the overall response rate in all cases. As demonstrated in the (resp, eff ) scenario (G, E), the overall response rate is not necessarily a good indicator of the nonresponse variance or of nonresponse MSE. The effort scenario R is intended to maximize the R-indicator. Our results showed that there does not seem to be any relationship between the R-indicator and the nonresponse bias or variance. The response scenario I leads to large nonresponse biases that are similar for all the effort scenarios. This is because missing values are not missing at random and the true response probabilities p gi are not estimated accurately. As expected, none of the effort scenarios can completely eliminate the nonresponse bias in this case. For each of the response scenarios, the different effort scenarios led to similar nonresponse biases. In other words, the use of cells at the data collection stage did not have any significant effect on the nonresponse bias because this information was already used at the estimation stage. It is thus not possible to favor one effort scenario based solely on nonresponse bias. Based on nonresponse variance and MSE, our approach was the best in this simulation study.
Results
Out of curiosity, we ran the response scenario I using the known probabilities of response p gi in the calculation of efforts instead of the estimated response probabilities. This case never occurs in practice but is informative to better understand the reasons for the nonresponse biases in the response scenario I in Table 1 . These results are shown in Table 2 . The nonresponse bias is reduced significantly for the effort scenario R because this scenario can take advantage of the additional information available when p gi is known. Note that our proposed approach also succeeded in reducing the nonresponse bias even though it is focused on reducing the nonresponse variance. Note also that the information contained in p gi (when it is known) could be used to improve the estimatorû A ; for example, by making nonresponse classes homogeneous with respect to p gi . This would result in a reduced nonresponse bias for all the effort scenarios because we would be in a situation similar to the response scenario G in Table 1 .
Conclusion
We have proposed a call prioritization procedure that attempts to minimize the nonresponse variance of a nonresponse-adjusted estimator subject to an overall budget constraint. Our empirical study showed that it had a smaller mean squared error than alternatives such as maximizing the R-indicator for three different nonresponse mechanisms.
Although we focused on the reduction of the nonresponse variance, we believe that the reduction of the nonresponse bias remains a more important issue in practice. However, we think that a call prioritization procedure cannot reduce the nonresponse bias to a better extent than a proper nonresponse weight adjustment. This is confirmed in our empirical study, since all the data collection procedures tested led to similar nonresponse biases. Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) proposed an approach to reducing the nonresponse bias at the data collection stage of a survey by randomly selecting a subsample of nonrespondents after a certain point during data collection. Indeed, their approach completely eliminates the nonresponse bias if all the units selected in the subsample respond. The latter condition is not realistic in practice and nonresponse is usually present in the subsample, which is likely to result in nonresponse bias. We conjecture that the method of Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) can achieve some nonresponse bias reduction even if there is some nonresponse in the subsample of nonrespondents. If the method is used, our call prioritization procedure can still be applied within the subsample to reduce the nonresponse variance. Our procedure could be improved in a number of ways. For instance, we could distinguish two different types of nonrespondents at the end of data collection: those who have refused to respond to the survey and those who have not been contacted. The probability that a given unit i [ s g is a respondent to the survey at the end of data collection, r g , would then become the product of two different probabilities: the probability that unit i is contacted at the end of data collection, denoted by r c g , and the probability that unit i responds to the survey once contacted, denoted by r rjc g . A call prioritization procedure only has an effect on the contact probability r c g . Similarly to Subsection 3.3, the goal would be to find the target contact probabilities that minimize the nonresponse variance subject to a budget constraint. The cost function would need to be modified to account for the difference between the cost of a refusal and the cost of a noncontact. Also, no further call attempt is made after a refusal, unlike a noncontact. The probability of response at a given call attempt for a unit i [ s g , p gi , would be modeled in two steps similarly to the probability r g , as described above. Although this idea was not fully developed in our article and still requires further thought, we believe that it would not be too difficult to extend our approach so as to handle different types of nonrespondents.
Further research and improvements remain to be done to make the approach even more useful. Our notion of effort was defined in terms of number of call attempts. It might be possible to extend our definition of effort so as to cover other types of data collection features such as incentives. This definitely requires further thought. Another improvement Tg , 1. This inequality constraint would require an iterative algorithm since a closed-form solution to the optimization problem would no longer be possible. Finally, it would be useful to relax the three assumptions made to obtain the expected number of attemptsm gi . In particular, it should be investigated how to relax assumption (iii) so as to account for the fact that the budget is not unlimited and that the effort e gi has an effect onm gi .
